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MATERIALS RELATING TO NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA
IN THE SERIAL SET 1846-1861

DONALD M. POWELL"

THIS

ANNOTATED checklist is intended to provide a key to the
information on New Mexico and Arizona in the "Serial Set" (the
serially numbered set of documents published for the use of
Congress) for the period between the War with Mexico and the
Civil War. It is the first part of a longer work, which will cover
the whole period to 1912, the year Arizona and New Mexico
achieved statehood. It is not a detailed index, but a clue to the
primary subject matter of documents dealing in whole or considerable part with the area.
The compiler did not examine documents, such as some of the
reports of the Secretary of the Navy, of the Treasury, of the Coast
Guard, and of the Patent Office, which, in his opinion, were unlikely to yield much pertinent material. The agricultural reports
issued by the Patent Office did, however, yield several nuggets.
Although the messages of the presidents often mention events in
the Southwest, these are usually covered in greater detail in other
documents.
References are arranged serially, by the volume of the Serial
Set. When there are two or more documents in a single volume,
the compiler has arbitrarily designated the separate documents by
letters.
• The compiler will welcome comments and criticisms which will help make a
better tool of the final checklist.
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ABBREVIATIONS

S.D.
S.E.D.
S.M.D.

S.R.
H.D..

Senate Document
Senate Executive Document
Senate Miscellaneous Document
Senate Report
House Document

H.E.D.

House Executive Document

H.M.D.

House Miscellaneous Document

H.R.
H.R.C.C.
Wagner-Camp

House Report
House Report, Court of Claims
Henry Raup Wagner, Henry R. Wagner's
The Plains and the Rockies; a Bibliography
of Original Narratives of Travel and Adventure, 1800-1865, 3rd ed., rev. by Charles L.
Camp (Columbus, Ohio, 1953).
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493. Report of the Secretary of War. 29th Congo 2d Sess. 18 461847. S.D. I. [Message from the President. 704 pp.]
Summarizes brieRy Kearny's operations in the Southwest (pp. 49-50). Appended report of the Adjutant General gives number of troops in command
(p.64)·

499. Message from the President of the United States, in answer to a resolution of the House . . . relative to the occupation
of Mexican territory. 29th Congo 2d Sess. 1846-1847. H.D. 19.
I I I pp.
Organization of government in New Mexico, orders and instructions from
the War Department in relation to its establishment; Kearny's proclamations
and his organic law; appointments made by Kearny and orders issued by
him relating to civil affairs (pp. 5-7,18-73),

503-A. Message from the President of the United States. 30th
Congo 1st Sess. 1847-1848. S.E.D. I. 35 pp.
Acquisition of New Mexico, benefits and advantages to the United States
(pp. 9-1 I).

503-B. Report of the Secretary of War. 30th Congo 1st Sess.
1847-1848. S.E.D. I: [Message from the President. 1369 and 249
pp.]
Insurrection at Taos (pp. 58-59). Troops in New Mexico (p. 77). Kearny's
report, brief sketch of the march to California (pp. 513-514). Col. Price
Sterling's report with details of the Taos rebellion, list of casualties, incidents at Las Vegas and the Battle of Mora; Indian and Mexican marauding
at Wagon Mound (pp. 520-538). Separately paged appendix with report of
Thomas Fitzpatrick on Indian difficulties in New Mexico (pp. 238-249).

505. Notes of a Military Reconnaissance from Fort Leavenworth in Missouri, to San Diego, in California. . . . By W. H.
Emory. 30th Congo 1st Sess. 1847-1848. S.E.D. 7. 416 pp.
The march of the Army of the West, with much additional material. See
Serial 517 for the House version which is fuller.
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506-A. Message from the President of the United States, communicating a report from the Secretary of State . . . in relation to
the negotiations between the American and Mexican commissioners . . . . February 2, 1848. 30th Congo 1st Sess. 1847-1848.
S.E.D. 20. 20 pp.
Contains Trist's proposal for the boundary and a counterproposal by the
Mexican commissioners.

506-B. Report of the Secretary of War, communicating . . . a
report and map of the examination of New Mexico, made by Lieutenant J. W. Abert, of the topographical corps. 30th Congo 1st Sess.
1847-1848. S. E. D. 23.132 pp.
Bent's Fort to Santa Fe, examination of the Rio Grande valley and adjacent
regions south to the Jornada del Muerto, trip west to Laguna and Acoma.
Description of the country, the gold mines southeast of Santa Fe, agriculture,
botany, geology. The report also appeared in pages 417-546 of the House
edition of Emory's Reconnoissance. Serial 517. Facsimile edition, Abert's
New Mexico Report, 1846-'47 (Albuquerque: Horn and Wallace, 1962).
The original diary published under the title Western America in 1846-1847,
ed. by John Galvin, (San Francisco: John Howell, 1966). The latter includes some of Abert's original water color sketches.

507. Report of the Secretary of War showing the number of
troops in the service of the United States in Mexico since the commencement of the war, the killed and wounded, &C. 30th Congo 1St
Sess. 1847-1848. S.E.D. 36. 86pp.
Mexican war casualties in New Mexico (p. 23).

509-A. The treaty between the United States and Mexico, the
proceedings of the Senate thereon, and message of the President and
documents communicated therewith . . . . 30th Congo 1st Sess.
1847-1848. S.E.D. 52. 384 pp.
Senate proceedings, February 23 to June 2, 1848. The treaty in English
and Spanish; correspondence of Buchanan, Slidell, and T rist; material relating to negotiations and the boundaries; treaty proposals and counterproposals.
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509-B. Message from the President of the United States, communicating a copy of the treaty with the Mexican republic . . . .
July 6, 1848. 30th Congo IstSess. 1847-1848. S.E.D. 60. 74 pp.
The treaty and most of the accompanying correspondence are also in the
preceding document.

5 I I. Memoir of a tour to northern Mexico, connected with Col.
Doniphan's expedition in 1846 and 1847. By A. Wislizenus, M.D.
30th Cong.lst Sess. 1847-1848. S.M.D. 26.141 pp.
Journal of a trip across the plains to Santa Fe, down the Rio Grande to
Chihuahua. Descriptions of Santa Fe and E1 Paso. Scientific appendix on
botany by George Engelmann.

5I6. Message from the President of the United States . . . in
relation to the propositions from the Mexican authorities for a treaty
of peace. 30th Congo 1st Sess. 1847-1848. H.E.D. 4°.22 pp.
Correspondence and the proposition submitted by Nicholas Trist.

5I 7. Notes of a military reconnoissance, from Fort Leavenworth,
in Missouri, to San Diego, in California. . . . By Lieut. Col. W.
H. Emory. 30th Congo IstSess. 1847-1848. H.E.D. 41, 614 pp.
Emory's account of the march of the Army of the West, describes the country; botanical supplement by Torrey and Engelmann; Abert's notes as far as
Bent's Fort; a brief report by Cooke. The House document also contains
Abert's report of his examination of New Mexico, the report of Cooke of the
march of the Mormon Battalion, and the journal of A. R. Johnston who also
was with the Army of the West. The bibliographical details of the two
versions are described in Wagner-Camp no. 148. The text was reprinted in
Lieutenant Emory Reports:, ed. by Ross Calvin (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 1951).
.

520. Messages of the President of the United States, and the
correspondence, therewith communicated, between the Secretary
of War and other officers of the government upon the subject of
the Mexican war. 30th Congo 1st Sess. 1847-1848. H.E.D. 60.
1277pp·
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Kearny's instructions for operations in New Mexico and California; formation of the Mormon Battalion; proclamations by and letters of Kearny;
organic law for New Mexico compiled by Kearny's direction (pp. 152-229).

521-A. Message of the President of the United States, transmitting . . . reports from the Secretaries of State, Treasury, War, and
Navy. 30th Congo 1st Sess. 1847-1848. H.E.D. 70. 49 pp.
"New Mexico and California." Information about New Mexico; details on
establishment of civil government by the army. Texas-New Mexico boundary. Letter from Charles Bent, and letters and proclamations by provisional
governor Donaciano Vigil with information about the insurrection at Taos,
its suppression and trials of the accused. Indian restlessness and estimates of
troops needed.

521-B. Message of the President of the United States, transmitting . . . a report in relation to the number of Indians in Oregon,
California, and New Mexico; the number of military posts; the
number of troops . . . required . . . and the whole military
force which should constitute the peace establishment. 30th Congo
IStSesS. 1847-1848. H.E.D. 76.12 pp.
525. Report: The Committee of Claims, to whom was referred
the petition of McKnight, Brent & Wood, report: 30th Congo 1st
Sess. 1847-1848. H.R. 243· 5PP.
Claim for destruction of a trader's stock in January 1847 by the insurgents.
Accompanying papers. Not approved.

530. Report of the Secretary of the Treasury, communicating
the annual report of the Commissioner of the General Land Office.
30th Congo 2d Sess. 1848-1849. S.E.D. 2.191 pp.
Recommends settlement of claims in New Mexico.

533-A. Petition of the people of New Mexico, assembled in convention, praying the organization of a territorial government. 30th
Congo 2d Sess. 1848-1849. S.M.D. 5. 2 pp.
533-B. In the Senate of the United States

. Motion
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to recommit the bill (S. 336) for ascertaining claims and titles of
lands within the territory of California and New Mexico, to grant
donation rights, and to provide for the survey of the lands therein
. . . . 30th Congo 2d Sess. 1848-1849. S.M.D. 14.2 pp.
Provides appointment of a recorder, settlement of grants, appointment of a
surveyor general, donation of lands to settlers, and an agent for permits for
small gold mines.

535. Report: The Committee on Military Affairs . . . recommending the survey of a route and the construction of a national
road to the territory recently acquired from Mexico, and suggesting
as the most eligible line of location that which shall commence at
Fort Smith . . . and pass through the valley of the Canadian river
to Santa Fe, and thence to California . . . . 30th Congo 2d Sess.
1848-1849. S.R. 276. 3 pp.
Recommended as important to the military defense of the nation.

537-A. Message from the President of the United States. 30th
Congo 2d Sess. 1848-1849. H.E.D. I. 1275 pp.
Message mentions need for territorial government for New Mexico and
for a land office (pp. 14-15, 17).

537-B. Report of the Secretary of War. 30th Congo 2d Sess.
1848-1849. H.E.D. I. [Message from the President. 1275 pp.]
Report of the Quartermaster contains letters illustrating the difficulties in
obtaining supplies in New Mexico; report from Quartermaster Swords on
routes covered by Kearny (pp. 220-235). Troops in New Mexico (pp. 165,
180).

545. Report and protest of the minority of the Committee on
Territories against the dismemberment of Texas. 30th Congo 2d
Sess. 1848-1849. H.R. 16. 9PP'
Report with quotations from various documents supports the Texas claim
to the territory east of the Rio Grande.

547. Report from the Secretary of War, communicating . . . a
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copy of the official journal of Lieutenant Colonel Philip St. George
Cooke from Santa Fe to San Diego. 31St Congo Special Sess. 1849.
S.D. 2. 85 pp.
.
Journal of the march of the Mormon Battalion which proved it was feasible
to bring wagons overland. Published by Ralph P. Bieber in Southwest Historical Series, vol. 7 (Glendale: The Arthur H. Clarke Co., 1938) from the
original manuscript. Extracts in Emory's Reconnoissance (pp. 549-563)'

549. Report of the Secretary of War. 3 1St Congo 1St Sess. 18491850' S.E.D. I. [Part I of Message from the President. 850 pp.]
Reports of the governor of New Mexico, J. M. Washington, chiefly on
distribution of troops, need for more troops for protection against the
Indians, Apache raids and depredations, and Washington's summer campaign against the Navajo in 1848, and the subsequent treaty (pp. 1°4-1 I 5).
Troops in New Mexico (pp. 182-184).

550. Report of the Secretary of the Interior. 31st Congo 1st Sess.
1849-185°' S.E.D. I. [Part 2 of Message from the President. 1215
pp.]
Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs tells of the appointment of a
subagent for New Mexico and gives recommendations for handling affairs
there (pp. 951-954). Report of agent Calhoun tells of the late summer 1848
expedition against the Navajo; some reflections on the Indian tribes and
how they should be handled (pp. 994-1002).

554-A. Report from the Secretary of War, communicating
the report and map of the route from Fort Smith, Arkansas, to Santa
Fe, New Mexico, made by Lieutenant Simpson. 31st Congo 1St
Sess. 1849-185°' S.E.D. 12. 25PP'
A journal with details about the topography of eastern New Mexico and a
good account of the Comanche Indians. Reprinted as 31st Congress, 1st
Session, House Exec. Doc. 45. For bibliographic details see Wagner-Camp
no. 192. For Marcy's parallel report see Serial 577-A.

554-B. Message from the President of the United States, with
copies of the correspondence in relation to the boundary of Texas
. . . . 3lstCong. IstSess. 1849-185°. S.E.D. 24· 37PP·
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The disputed New Mexico-Texas boundary. Account of an 1849 expedition
from Taos against the Ute Indians, and skirmishes against the Apache.
More about Indian operations than the boundary.

557; Message from the President of the United States, communicating information . . . in relation to California and New
Mexico. 3lstCong. IstSess. 1849-185°' S.E.D. 18.952 pp.
Erroneously numbered Rep. Com. 18 on page I. President Taylor's message
alludes to the Texas-New Mexico boundary dispute (p. 3). Communications
from the Department of State mention the need to establish civil government (pp. 5-1 I). List of persons appointed and employed by the Department
of Interior in California and New Mexico (pp. 60-61). Correspondence
between officials in Washington and members of the Boundary Commission, Jan. 1849 to Jan. 1850, relating to the journey to California, the work
of the survey from San Diego to the Gila, instructions to Commissioner
Weller and his replacement (pp. 60-96). Letters on Indian affairs. Bent's
report of 1846 on the tribes of New Mexico, appointment of Calhoun as
Indian agent and his account of the 1849 expedition against the Navajo;
report on the Pueblo Indians and need to protect them against the Apache
and Comanche; the attack on the White party; appointment of J. C. Hays
as subagent on the Gila (pp. 183-23°)' The rest of the volume concerns
California, but the need for a military post on the Gila is mentioned (pp.
692-93, 872,920).

558-A. Report of the Secretary of the Interi~r in answer to a
resolution of the Senate calling for information in relation to the
operation of the commission appointed to run and mark the boundary between the United States and Mexico. 31st Congo 1st Sess.
1849-185°' S.E.D. 34. 2 parts, 53 pp. and 22 pp.
Part I: Instructions to Commissioner John B. Weller; letters of Weller
showing difficulties of transportation; correspondence relating to members
of the commission; Weller's replacement; letters showing progress on the
line from the Pacific to the Gila. Part 2: Additional correspondence of
Emory and Gray relative to completion of the line to the Gila; adjournment of the commission to EI Paso and Emory's suggestions for its reorganization.

558-B. Message from the President of the United States, communicating a translation of a note from the Mexican minister in
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relation to the wild Indians of the United States on the frontier of
Mexico. 3lstCong. 1st Sess. 1849-185°' S.E.D. 44· 3 pp.
The Minister expresses regrets that greater efforts have not been made to
control Indian raids across the border and hopes that firmer methods will be
used to fulfill this part of the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo.

561-A. Message from the President of the United States, communicating . . . information in relation to military orders issued
to the United States officers at Santa Fe, and correspondence . . .
in relation to the claims of Texas to jurisdiction over that country.
3lstCong. IstSess. 1849-185°' S.E.D. 56. 15PP'
The southern boundary of New Mexico and whether towns in the EI Paso
area are under Texas or New Mexico jurisdiction. Also an article from the
New Mexican urging establishment of a constitution and government and
protest by the Texas commissioner.

561-B. Message from the President of the United States, in
answer to a resolution . . . calling for information in relation to
the formation of a state government in New Mexico. 31st Congo 1st
Sess. 1849-185°. S.E.D. 60. 2 parts, 2 pp. and 3 pp.
Notes that Brevet Colonel John Munroe is civil and military governor. Includes copy of a proclamation of Munroe calling for election of delegates for
a convention to be held at Santa Fe.

562-A. Reports of the Secretary of War, with reconnaissances
of routes from San Antonio to El Paso . . . . 31St Congo 1st Sess.
1849-185°' S.E.D. 64. 250Pp·
This contains Simpson's report on the expedition to the Navajo country and
Marcy's report on the route from Fort Smith to Santa Fe. For Simpson's
report see following entry. For Marcy's report see 577-A.

562-B. Report of the Secretary of War, communicating the report of Lieutenant J. H. Simpson of an expedition into the Navajo
country in 1849 . . . . 31st Congo 1st Sess. 1849-185°' With
S.E.D. 64. 250 pp.
See Serial 562-A. Simpson's report is on pages 56-168. By far the most
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detailed account of Gov. Washington's 1849 campaign with graphic descriptions of the country, Indian ruins, the Indians, Inscription Rock, Indian
vocabularies, and astronomical observations. Also published as Journal of a
Military Reconnaissance from Santa Fe, New Mexico, to the Navajo Country . . . . (Philadelphia: Lippincott, Grambo, 1852) and Navaho Expedition; Journal of a Military Reconnaissance from Santa Fe, New Mexico, to
the Navaho Country Made in 1849. Ed. by Frank McNitt (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1964). Map and plates.

562-G Message of the President of the United States relative
to the claim of Texas to jurisdiction over part of New Mexico. 31st
Congo IstSess. 1849-185°' S.E.D. 67. I2pp.
Fillmore's message and a letter by Secretary of State Daniel Webster in
reply to a letter from the governor of Texas asking whether officials in Santa
Fe could properly interfere with establishment of four Texas counties east
of the Rio Grande. Both conclude the disputed area is part of New Mexico.
President urges Congress speedily settle the matter. Reviews pertinent parts
of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and establishment of military government under Kearny.

562-D. Message of the President of the United States, transmitting a copy of the constitution adopted by the inhabitants of
New Mexico, together with a digest of the votes for and against it;
also, a letter to the late President [Taylor] of the United States.
3lstCong. 1st Sess. I849~I850' S.E.D. 74· 17Pp·
562-E. Communication of R. H. Weightman, and accompanying memorial of the Legislature of New Mexico, setting forth sundry grievances, and calling upon Congress for their correction. 31st
Congo 1st Sess. 1849-185°. S.E.D. 76. I I pp.
Complaints of Indian depredations, military rule. Recommendations of
governor Alvarez to the legislature, and a petition for statehood.

563-A. In the Senate of the United States . . . Resolution.
3lstCong. IstSess. 1849-185°' S.M.D. 14. I p.
That the session of Congress should provide suitable territorial governments
for Deseret and New Mexico.
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563-B. In the Senate of the United States . . . Resolution.
3lstCong. IstSess. 1849-185°' S.M.D. 27. I p.
Establishment or prohibition of slavery in territories south of parallel 36' 30"
shall be deemed no objection to their admission as states..

563-C. In the Senate of the United States . . . . Amendment.
31st Congo 1st Sess. 1849-185°. S.M.D. 36. 2 pp.
Appropriate governments should be formed exempt from restrictions on
slavery in new territory; western Texas boundary fixed at the Rio Grande.

563-D. Resolutions of the Legislature of New York. 31st Congo
IstSess. 1849-185°' S.M.D. 52. 2pp.
Opposes extension of slavery to or the jurisdiction of Texas over New Mexico.

563-E. Memorial of Enrique Sanchez and others, citizens and
residents of the territory and valley of the Rio Grande, praying the
establishment of a territorial government. 31St Congo 1St Sess. 18491850. S.M.D. 61. 3 pp.
206

signatures.

563-F. Documents in relation to a treaty proposed . . . with
the Indians of the prairie south and west of the Missouri river to
the northern line of the state of Texas embracing the Indians of
the mountains, and including those of New Mexico. 31st Congo
1st Sess. 1849-185°' S.M.D. 70.5 pp.
I

Much time and trouble could be saved if the New Mexico robber tribes
could be induced to join in a treaty.

565. Report . . . the Senate's Committee of Thirteen, to
whom various resolutions relating to California, to other portions of
the territory recently acquired . . . from the Republic of Mexico,
and to other subjects connected with the institution of slavery have
. . . had these . . . under consideration, and beg leave to submit
the following report: 31St. Congo 1St Sess. 1849-185°. S.R. 123.
26pp.
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Recommends admission of California, establishment of territorial government in New Mexico, and settlement of the boundary dispute by cession of
the Texas claims to lands east of the Rio Grande. The accompanying bill is
appended.

573. Message from the President of the United States, transmitting information . . . on the subject of California and New
Mexico. 3lstCong. IstSess. 1849-185°' H.E.D. 17. 976pP'
For description see Serial 557. There are minor differences between this
and the Senate version. This, for instance, omits the Navajo treaty of 1849.

577-A. Letter from the Secretary of War, transmitting . . . a
report and map of Lieutenant Simpson, of the route from Fort Smith
to Santa Fe; also, a report on the same subject by Captain R. B.
Marcy, 5th Infantry. 31st Congo 1st Sess. 1849-185°' H.E.D. 45.
89Pp·
For a description of Simpson's report see Serial 554. Marcy was commander
of the expedition. His journal complements Simpson's and includes the return route south to Dona Ana and then east across Texas. Marcy's journal is
also in S.E.D. 69. 31st Congo 1st Sess. Serial 562-A. pp. r69-227. For bibliographical details see Wagner-Camp r84 and 192a.

577-B. Letter from the Secretary of War . . . relative to instructions issued by the Department of War to Brevet Colonel Munroe respecting the claims of Texas to the Territory of New Mexico,
and orders relative thereto. 31st Congo 1st Sess. 1849-185°' H.E.D.
65. I p.
H.E.D. 66, 2 pp., deals with the same subject.

557-C, Letter from the Secretary of War . . . relative to the
routes from the western boundary of Arkansas to Santa Fe and the
valley of the Rio Grande. 31st Congo 1st Sess. 1849-185°' H.E.D.
67. 12 pp.
Reconnaissance between Red River and the Pecos in the direction of EI
Paso. Most of the route is Texas.

579. Message from the President of the United States, in refer-
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ence to the Texas boundary. 31st Congo 1st Sess. 1849-185°'
S.E.D. 82. I2 pp.
Identical with Serial 562-C.

58 I. Journal and proceedings of a convention of delegates
elected by the people of New Mexico, held at Santa Fe on the 24th
of September, 1849, presenting a plan for a civil government of
said territory . . . and asking the action of Congress thereon.
3lstCong. IstSess. 1849-185°' H.M.D. 39.13 pp.
Lists delegates. Hugh N. Smith elected delegate; recommendations for a
government; instructions to Smith; resolutions.

58+ Report: the Committee of Elections, to which were referred the credentials and the memorial of Hugh N. Smith, esq.,
praying to be admitted to a seat in the House as a delegate from
New Mexico . . . . 31st Congo 1st Sess. 1849-185°' H.R. 220.6
pp. and 4pp,
The majority report surveys the development of government since the conquest and the basis on which in the past delegates have been admitted to the
House and presents a negative report. The minority report argues the
other side of the case and concludes the delegate should be admitted.

587-A. Report of the Secretary of the Interior. 31st Congo 2d
Sess. 185°-1851. S.E.D. I. [Part I of Message from the President.
44 1 pp.]
Comments on need for Indian agents in New Mexico (pp. 29-30). Commissioner of Indian Affairs comments on poor conditions in New Mexico
(pp. 42-43). Agent J. Calhoun reports from Santa Fe on the difficulty of
procuring quarters and high prices in Santa Fe; recommends changes in
regulations for trade and intercourse with the tribes; describes tribes, their
territories, need for subagencies and estimates of cost. Report on Indian
captives; Navajo attacks on Zuni (pp. 125-143).

587-B. Report of the Secretary of War. 31st Congo 2d Sess.
185°-1851. S.E.D. I. [Part 2 of Message from the President. 488
pp.]
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Secretary comments on need for protecting Texas and New Mexico from
Indians and difficulty in so doing (pp. 4-5). Reports from New Mexico tell
of Indian attack near Dona Ana and military pursuit; engagement with
Apache near Rayado and other affairs (pp. 67-75). California commander
tells of the proposed post at Yuma and gives an account of the activities of
John Glanton on the Colorado (pp. 79-80). Correspondence and other documents illustrating the turmoil over establishment of civil government and
final establishment of Territorial status for New Mexico (pp. 92-108). Report of the quartermaster alludes to difficulties in supplying New Mexico
troops, need for posts (pp. 120-125). More detail in other quartermaster reports from New Mexico with description of roads and availability of local
supplies of corn (pp. 291-3°1).

589-A. Report of the Secretary of War, communicating
the report of Lieutenant Whipple's expedition from San Diego to
the Colorado. 31st Congo 2d Sess. 1850-185 I. S.E.D. 19.28 pp.
ExtractS from a journal, Sept. lIto Dec. 1 I, 1849. The party arrived at the
Colorado Sept. 28 and remained for more than two months. Although the
object was a survey of the area at the junction of the Gila, the journal is
filled with observations on the Yuma Indians and there is a vocabulary of
250 words. Table of meteorological observations. Reprinted as The Whipple
Report, ed. by E. 1. Edwards (Los Angeles: Westernlore, 1961).

589-B. .Report of the Secretary of War, communicating
Colonel McCall's reports in relation to New Mexico. 3 1St Congo 2d
Sess. 1850-185 I. S.E.D. 26. 23 pp.
Report dated July 1850' "It will be instructive," the orders read, "to have
your observations and views on . . . probable numbers [of New Mexicans],
habits, customs, and pursuits of life." Population, the Pueblo Indians,
economic conditions and agriculture, survey of arable land, other Indian
tribes, military requirements. His opiriion of the Mexicans was low. McCall's
report edited from the original manuscript is contained in George Archibald
McCall, New Mexico in 1850; A Military View, ed. by Robert W. Frazer
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1968).

606-A. Report: The Committee on Elections, to whom were referred the credentials of William S. Messervy, esq., and his application to be admitted to a seat in the House of Representatives as a
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delegate from the Territory of New Mexico . . . report: 31st
Congo 2d Sess. 185°-1851. H.R. 20. 7pp.
Since Messervy was elected before Congress passed the act giving New
Mexico territorial status the report recommends he not be seated.

606-B. Report: The Committee on the Post Office and Post
Roads, to whom was referred the memorial of William Bayard,
proposing to construct a post road from Fort Smith, Arkansas, to
San Diego . . . and convey the mails over said route, respectfully
report: 3lstCong. 2d Sess. 185°-1851. H.R. 95.6 pp.
Advantages and Bayard's terms are reviewed; the committee reports favorably.

61 I. Report of the Secretary of War. 32d Congo 1St Sess. 18511852. S.E.D. I. [Part I of Message from the President. 469 pp.]
Secretary summarizes actions in New Mexico and depredations along the
border (pp. 105-108). Instructions to Colonel Sumner sent to command the
department in New Mexico; report of pursuit of the Navajo in February
1851 and Navajo depredations (pp. 125-136). Troops in New Mexico (pp.
2°3-2°5). Quartermaster mentions costs and methods of transport to New
Mexico (pp. 221-223). Special report of quartermaster inspection in New
Mexico with considerable information on posts, buildings rented, costs, employees, forage available (pp. 235-252). Supplies sent to New Mexico (pp.
295- 299).

612. Report of the Secretary of the Interior. 32d Congo 1St Sess.
1851-1852 S.E.D. I. [Part 2 of Message from the President. 550
pp.]
Report on progress of the Mexican boundary survey (pp. 494, 517-518).
Indian affairs in New Mexico (p. 502). For continuation see following
entry.

613. Report of the Secretary of the Interior. 32d Congo 1St
Sess.1851-1852. S.E.D. I. [Par13 of Message from the President.
582 pp.]
Difficulties of and slow progress in relations with New Mexico Indians
due to terrain, lack of transport and escorts (pp. 271-272). Documents of
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agent Calhoun and others detail raids by Navajo and Apache and reprisals
against them. Animosity between Anglos and Mexicans. Population of
the pueblos. Some information on Apache and Comanche Indians; dispute
between Acoma and Laguna.

620-A. Report of the Secretary of the Interior, communicating
a copy of the charges preferred against the present commissioner
appointed to run and mark the boundary line between the United
States and Mexico. 32d Congo 1st Sess. 1851-1852. S.E.D. 60.
63 pp.
Details of the conflict between Lt. Col. John McClellan and Commissioner Bartlett.

620-B. Report of the Secretary of War . . . in relation to civil
officers employed in the Territory of New Mexico, while under
military government. 32d Congo 1st Sess. 1851-1852. S.E.D. 71.
2 parts, 8 pp. and I p.
List of officials by name, salary, time of service, amounts paid and amounts
due.

620-C. Report of the Secretary of War, communicating . . .
a reconnoissance of the Gulf of California and the Colorado River
by Lieutenant Derby. 32d Congo 1st Sess. 1851-1852. S.E.D. 81.
28pp.
The principal object of the exploration was to establish a supply route for
the post to be built at the junction of the Colorado and the Gila. See
Francis P. Farquhar. The Books of the Colorado River and the Grand
Canyon; A Selective Bibliography (Los Angeles: Glen Dawson, 1953),
No. 15. Republished as Derby's Report on Opening the Colorado, 185°1851, ed. by Odie B. Faulk (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press 1969')
.

626. Report of the Secretary of the Interior, made in compliance with a resolution of the Senate calling for information in relation to the commission appointed to run and mark the boundary
between the United States and Mexico. 32d Congo 1st Sess. 18511852. S.E.D. 119· 515 pp.
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Correspondence, dispatches on all phases of the operations of the commission, including financial details under both Weller and Bartlett. There are
also descriptions of the country and material on the Apache Indians. There
appears to be no logical arrangement of the documents within the volume.

627-A. Report of the Secretary of War, communicating ..
the report of Lieutenant Colonel Graham on the subject of the
boundary line between the United States and Mexico. 32d Congo
1st Sess. 1851-1852. S.E.D. 121. 250 pp. Maps.
Mostly Graham's side of his controversy with commissioner Bartlett, with
dozens of accompanying documents, but there is some good material on the
area around the copper mines of New Mexico and the country of southeastern Arizona.

627-B. Message from the President of the United States, communicating a report . . . in relation to fixing the initial point in
the boundary line between the United States and Mexico . . . .
32dCong. IstSess. 1851-1852. S.E.D. 131. 4PP'
The Secretary of the Interior reports on the dispute between commissioner
Bartlett and surveyor A. B. Gray on location of the initial point north of
El Paso. Letters to Graham and Emory.

629-A. Letter from the Secretary of State of the Territory of
New Mexico, communicating a copy of the acts, resolutions, and
memorials of the legislative assembly . . . passed at a session
begun and held on the 2d June, 1851. 32d Congo 1st Sess. 185118 52. S.M.D. 14· 74 pp.
English and Spanish.

629-B. Resolution of the legislature of New Mexico, in favor
of reserving for common use the wood on mountains and lands
not tillable, and all salt lakes, springs, and mines, and of perpetuating the Mexican laws relative to mines. 32d Congo 1st Sess. 18511852. S.M.D. 65. I p.
630' Report: The Committee on Military Affairs have considered the memorial of Captain L. McLaws . . . asking the dif-
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ference of pay of a lieutenant and that of a captain in the staff, the
duty of which he perfonned. 32d Congo 1st Sess. 1851-1852. S.R.
95. I p.
McLaws performed duties of assistant adjutant general when Col. Munroe
was civil and military governor of New Mexico. Passage recommended.

63 I-A. Report: The Committee of Claims, to whom was referred the memorial of Russell & Jones, report: 32d Congo 1st Sess.
1851-1852. S.R. 304- 2pp.
Claim for losses incurred under contract for transporting military stores to
Santa Fe late in the season. Considering circumstances passage recommended.

63I-B. Report: The Committee on Military Affairs, to whom
was referred the petition of Captain Langdon C. Easton, assistant
quartermaster in the army, praying that he may be credited with
an amount of money of which he was defrauded by his late clerk.
32d Congo 1st Sess. 185 I-I 852. S.R. 277. 2 pp.
The officer was on duty in Santa Fe. Compensation recommended.

641. Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting a
report of the First Comptroller, in reference to the salary of D. V.
Whiting as secretary of the Territory of New Mexico. 32d Congo
IstSess. 1851-1852. H.E.D. 81. 3 pp.
He was having trouble getting paid.

646. Report of the Commissioner of Patents for the year 185 I.
Part II. Agriculture. 32d Congo 1st Sess. 1851-1852. H.E.D. 102.
676 pP·
Three reports on agricultural practices in New Mexico, chief crops and
some prices (pp. 478-492).

652. Letter from the Secretary of the Territory of New Mexico,
transmitting copies of the acts, resolutions, &c., of that Territory.
32d Congo 1st Sess. 185 I-I 85 2. H.M.D. 4· 74 pp.
Identical with 62~A.
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656. Report: The Committee on Roads and Canals, to whom
was referred the memorial of the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of New Mexico, asking . . . a grant of $50,000, to
open a wagon road from Santa Fe to the Valley of Taos ..
32d Congo 1st Sess. 1851-1852. H.R. 142.2 pp.
For want of satisfactory information the memorial is not recommended.

658-A. Message from the President of the United States. 32d
Congo 2d Sess. 1852-1853. S.E.D. 1. 606 pp.
Message comments on the Mexican boundary survey and congressional
stricture on use of an appropriation (pp. 12-13).

658-B. Report of the Secretary of the Interior. 32d Congo 2d
Sess. 1852-1853. S.E.D. 1. [Part 1 of Message from the President.
606 pp.]
Comments on progress of the boundary survey and its difficulties. Reviews
the conflict between Bartlett and Gray over location of the initial point
above EI Paso; difficulties with appropriations (pp. 37-45, 50-57). Commissioner of Indian Affairs mentions Indians in New Mexico quieter and
more friendly (p. 299). No separate report from New Mexico or California.

659. Report of the Secretary ofWar. 32d Congo 2d Sess. 18521853. S. E. D. 1. [Part 2 of Message from the President. 287 pp.]
Secretary reports that Indian depredations in New Mexico have virtually
ceased; the Yuma are ready for peace, but large numbers of troops are
needed to protect a small population (pp. 3-6). Dept. of New Mexico commander recommends changes in the government of New Mexico to reduce
the number of troops and civil officers, and so reduce the financial burden on
the people of the United States; calls New Mexicans thoroughly debased
(pp. 23-28). Proceeds from a 3o-acre farm near Albuquerque with prices (p.
28). Troops in New Mexico (pp. 60-61). The assistant quartermaster reports
removal of the principal depot to Ft. Union. Buildings at Ft. Union, Ft.
Defiance, Ft. Fillmore and Ft. -Conrad and at Santa Fe described; statistics of expenses (pp. 73-82). Problems of supplying Camp Yuma (pp. 84-86,
p. 93). Yuma and Mohave Indians (p. 97).

66o-A. Report of the Secretary of the Interior, stating why he
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has not complied with the resolution of the Senate .
requmng
certain information in relation to the commission appointed to run
and mark the boundary line between the United States and Mexico. 32d Congo 2d Sess. 1852-1853. S.E.D. 9. 2 pp.
66o-B. Message from the President of the United States, communicating a report of the Secretary of the Interior . . . in relation to the Mexican boundary. 32d Congo 2d Sess. 1852-1853.
S.E.D. 16.4 pp.
Difficulties with appropriations delay completion.

66o-G Report of the Secretary of the Interior, in answer to a
resolution of the Senate, calling for a copy of the report and maps
of a survey between Indianola and El Paso . . . . 32d Congo 2d
Sess. 1852-1853. S.E.D. 38. 4 pp.
665. Report of the SeCretary of the Interior, communicating
. . a report from Mr. Bartlett on the subject of the boundary line
between the United States and Mexico. 32d Congo 2d Sess. 18521853. S.E.D. 41.32 pp.
Dated Washington, Feb. 7, 1853. Outlines Bartlett's arguments for fixing
the initial point on the Rio Grande. Another letter tells of. the breakup of
the survey party. Two letters from Gray to Bartlett. Maps.

667. Report of the Commissioner of Patents for the year 1852.
Part II. Agriculture. 32d Congo 2d Sess. 1852-1853. S.E.D. 55.
44 8 pP'
Agricultural products of New Mexico, emphasis on com (pp. 345-352).

668. Report of an expedition down the Zuni and Colorado
Rivers. By Captain L. Sitgreaves. 32d Cong·. 2d Sess. 1852-1853.
S.E.D. 59. 198 pp.
Sitgreaves' journal is brief, rather perfunctory. He followed the Zuni to the
Little Colorado and that river to its canyon, thence across northern Arizona
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and down the Colorado to Ft. Yuma. Extensive report on the zoology of
the area. The plates, particularly those of the Zuni Indians, are outstanding.
Sitgreaves' report reissued by the Rio Grande Press in 1962.

670' Memorial of the Legislative Assembly of New Mexico,
praying that the proposed railroad to the Pacific may pass through
that Territory, and that a line of telegraphs may be established in
connection with it. 32d Congo 2d Sess.1852-1853. S.M.D. 36.
2pp.
671. Report. The select committee to whom was referred the
message of the President of the United States . . . upon the
subject of the Mexican boundary . . . report: 32d Congo 2d Sess.
1852-1853. S.R. 401. 3 pp.
Provision originally voted for a commission for three years; declares there is
now vacancy in the offices of commissioner and surveyor. See Serial 66o-B.

688. Report of· the Secretary of the Interior, communicating
.. certain papers in relation to the Mexican Boundary Commission. 33d Congo Spec. Sess. 1853. S.E.D. 6.173 pp.
The secretary gives his reasons for dismissing Col. J. D. Graham and submits other correspondence. Correspondence of Bartlett, Emory, Whipple
and others. A good part dates from 1852 and deals with the survey of the
Rio Grande. As usual Bartlett's reports give a good deal of information
about Indians and the country. Bartlett's account of the Oatman massacre
(pp. 144- 145).

690' Report of the Secretary of the Interior. 33d Congo 1st Sess.
1853-1854. S.E.D. I. [Part I of Message from the President. 525
pp.]
Mentions importance of extending land system to New Mexico (pp. 57,
83); field work on the Mexican boundary completed, outstanding debts (p.
64). Commissioner of Indian Affairs tells conditions in New Mexico and
removal of some Indians from the east to the west side of the Rio Grande
(pp. 257-258). The report of the governor and agent suggests Indian
policy; more comments on Indian settlement west of the Rio Grande, on
the Jicarilla Apache and the Ute (pp. 429-441).
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691. Report of the Secretary of War. 33d Congo 1St Sess. 18531854. S.E.D. I. [Part 2 of Message from the President. 591 pp.]
The secretary reports on the beginning of the Pacinc railroad surveys, on
camels, and on the difficulty of supplying Ft. Yuma (pp. 17-25). Instructions for Pacinc railroad surveys (pp. 55-65). Position and distribution of
troops in New Mexico (pp. 121-122). Ft. Yuma (p. 122).

695-A. Report of the Secretary of the Interior, communicating
a letter . . . asking an additional appropriation for the general incidental expenses of the Indian service in the territory of New
Mexico. 33d Congo 1st Sess. 1853-1854. S.E.D. 28. 5 pp.
Asks additional $15,000 and explains need.

695-B. Report of the Secretary of War, communicating copies
of all reports of . . . persons, employed to make explorations and
surveys to ascertain the most practicable and economical route for
a railroad from the Mississippi river to the Pacific ocean . . . .
33d Congo 1st Sess. 1853-1854. S.E.D. 29. 118 pp.
Progress reports. Whipple's report on the 35th parallel route is pp. 106112; survey near the 32nd parallel is pp. 1i 7-118.

698. Communications from the Secretary of the Interior and
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to the chairman of the Committee on Indian Affairs . . . . 33d Congo 1st Sess. 1853-1854.
S;E.D. 3+ 16 pp.
Indian tribes and pueblos of New Mexico, policy, funds needed (pp. 9-12).

717. Letter from the Secretary of the Interior, asking an appropriation to meet unpaid debts of the last commission on the
Mexican boundary survey. 33d Congo 1st Sess. 1853-1854. H.E.D.
33. I p.
Asks $5°,000.

721-A. Letter from the Secretary of the Interior, asking additional appropriation for the Indian service in New Mexico. 33d
Congo 1st Sess. 1853-1854. H.E.D. 43· 5 pp.
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Asks for $50,000 and gives some brief general comments on Indian affairs
in the Territory.

721-B. Letter from the Secretary of War, transmitting reports
of surveys, &c., of railroad routes to the Pacific ocean. 33d Congo
1st Sess. 1853-1854. H.E.D. 46. 118 pp.
Only pages 1°9-1 13 have some brief reports on New Mexico.

726. Message from the President of the United States, transmitting a copy of the treaty between the United States of America
and the republic of Mexico. 33d Congo 1st Sess. 1853-1854.
H.E.D. 109· 5 pp.
The Gadsden Purchase Treaty in English.

736-739. Report of the Secretary of War communicating the
several Pacific Railroad explorations. 33d Congo 1st Sess. 185318 54. H.E.D. 73 6, 737 [738.] 3 vols.
Serial 738 which was to have contained reports of Parks, Emory, and Williamson was never printed. Serial 739 is the maps to accompany the reports.
Volume 1 (736). Summary of the 35th and 32nd parallel routes (pp. 25-34
and pp. 51-92). Volume 2 (737). Whipple's report on the 35th parallel
route is part 2, 154 pp. separately paged. This is the so-called octavo edition lacking the copious illustrations and plates of the quarto edition for
which see Serials 758-768.

741-A. Letters addressed to the Committee on Indian Affairs,
transmitting and explaining estimates for Indian appropriations.
33dCong. IstSess. 1853-1854. H.M.D. 38. 15PP.
Indians of New Mexico and explanation of request for funds.

741-B. Memorial of the Legislative Council of New Mexico in
reference to the Indians within the borders of the Territory. 33d
Congo 1st Sess. 1853-1854. H.M.D. 45. I p.
Suggests since the Jicarilla Apache have no home they should be settled in
a pueblo.

741-C. Memorial of the Legislative Council of New Mexico,
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asking an appropriation for the construction of a road from Santa
Fe to Don Fernandez [de Taos]. 33d Congo 1st Sess. 1853-1854.
H.M.D. 46. I p.
741-D. Memorial of the Legislative Council of New Mexico,
asking an additional appropriation for the completion of public
buildings. 33d Congo 1st Sess. 1853-1854. H.M.D. 48. I p.
Asks $70,000 for completion of a capitol.

741-E. Memorial of the Legislative Council of New Mexico,
asking an appropriation for artesian wells. 33d Congo 1st Sess.
1853-1854. H.M.D. 49. I p.
Asks for three wells on the Jornada del Muerto.

741-F. Memorial of the Legislative CounCil of New Mexico,
in regard to the archives of the Territory. 33d Congo 1St Sess. 18531854. H.M.D. 50. I p.
Asks $15,000 for preservation and translation of the archives.

741-G. Memorial of the Legislative Council of New Mexico,
asking an appropriation for a geological and mineralogical survey
of the Territory. 33dCong. IstSess. 1853-1854. H.M.D. 51. I p.
741-H. Memorial of the Legislative Council of New Mexico,
in regard to land claims, &c. 33d Congo 1st Sess. 1853-1854.
H.M.D. 52. I p.
Asks for a board of commissioners and surveyor general to regulate claims.

741-1. Memorial of the Legislative Council of New Mexico,
asking the establishment of a post route, and otherwise increasing
facilities of communication between the Territory and the States.
33d Congo 1st Sess. 1853-1854. H.M.D. 53.2 pp.
Asks post route from Independence to Santa Fe, semi-monthly communication with San Francisco, and weekly mail from Taos to Dona Ana.

742-A. Mr. Benton, from the Committee on Military Affairs,
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made the following report: Memorial of William H. Russell, surviving partner of Brown, Russell & Co., for indemnity for losses
sustained and services rendered in the transportation of military
supplies. 33dCong. IstSess. 1853-1854. H.R. 59. 2pp.
Supplies hauled very late in season were delayed by snow short of Santa
Fe and brought in at great expense on demand of the commanding officer.
Committee recommends payment for losses sustained.

742-B. Report: The Committee on Territories, to whom was
referred the petition of Grafton Baker . . . . 33d Congo 1st Sess.
1853-1854. H.R. 81. 2 pp.
Baker asks payment of expenses incurred as bearer Of dispatches from New
Mexico governor Lane at the time of the latter's seizure of Mesilla in 1852.
Recommended.

742-G Report: The Committee of Claims, to whom was referred the petition of Thomas S. J. Johnson . . . . 33d Congo 1st
Sess. 1853-1854. H.R. 85.10 pp.
Claim for damages sustained in 1850 when the quartermaster at Santa Fe
seized the petitioner's wagons and put them to use for the army by which
most were worn out or broken. Committee recommends payment of $4,800
for the wagons. There are accompanying papers. See also Serials 971 and
11

46-B.

742-D. Report: The Committee of Elections, to whom was referred the memorial of William Carr Lane, contesting the right of
Jose Manuel Gallegos to a seat in the House . . . as delegate
from . . . New Mexico . . . . 33d Congo 1st Sess. 1853-1854.
H.R. 121. 4 pp.
The committee concludes that Gallegos is entitled to the seat.

743. Report: The Committee on Military Affairs, to whom was
referred the claim of Juan Jesus Vigil, for compensation for a
quantity of sheep taken from him by a detachment of United
States troops in January, 1847, in New Mexico. . . . . 33d Congo
1st Sess. 1853-1854. H.R. 200. 2 pp.
Recommends compensation.
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746. Report of the Secretary of the Interior. 33d Congo 2d Sess.
1854-1855. S.E.D. I. [Part I of Message from the President.
62 9 pp.]
S.ecretary notes surveyor general has been sent to New Mexico (p. 77).
Instructions to the New Mexico surveyor general (pp. 87-1°3). Governor
Meriwether reports on compact made by previous governor with several
Apache bands settled and fed west of the Rio Grande, a compact disapproved by the United States, implemented and then necessarily abandoned
with disastrous results. Difficulty in controlling Ute mentioned. There is
a good deal of information on the ]icarilla and Mescalero Apache; some on
the Gila bands. Comment on the pueblos. Recommends treaties with
various tribes, relocation, provision of implements, provisions, and presents.
The report of agent Graves from Dona Ana supplements Meriwether's (pp.
374-392 ).

747. Report of the Secretary of War. 33d Congo 2d Sess. 18541855. S.E.D. I. [Part 2 of Message from the President. 712 pp.]
Reports from New Mexico give details of several operations carried out
against the ]icarilla Apache (pp. 33-37). Instructions by the Secretary for
construction and repair of roads between Taos and Santa Fe and Santa Fe
and Dona Ana (pp. 42-43). Troops in New Mexico (pp. 60-61).

752. Report of the Secretary of the Interior . . . communicating a report and map of A. B. Gray relative to the Mexican boundary. 33d Congo 2d Sess. 18 54- 18 55. S.E.D. 55· 50 pp.
Report dated May 1853. Gray's extended defense of his position and his
controversy with Commissioner Bartlett over the initial point of the boundary on the Rio Grande north of El Paso, with accompanying documents.

758-768. Reports of explorations and surveys, to ascertain the
most practicable and economical route for a railroad from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean. Made under the direction of
the Secretary of War, in 1854-5, according to acts of Congress of
March 3, 18 53, May 31, 1854, and August 5, 1854. 33d Congo
2d Sess. 1854-1855. S.E.D. 78. I I volumes.
For a complete bibliographical description see Wagner-Camp nos. 261-267.
Cited in the following entries as Reports of explorations and surveys. A
monumental set and an outstanding contribution to knowledge of the land
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west of the Mississippi in the mid-nineteenth century. In addition to topographical descriptions of the country there is a wealth of material on Indians, meteorology, geology, botany, and zoology. It is copiously illustrated
with views and plates of animals, birds, plants, and fossils. Volume 12, narrative of 1853 and final report, is 36th Congo 1st Sess. H.E.D; 56. Serial
1054 and 1055.

758. Reports of explorations and surveys. Volume I. 33d Congo
2d Sess. 1854-1855. S.E.D. 78.651 pp.
Summary of the 38th and 39th parallels, the 35th parallel and the 32d
parallel routes by Secretary Jefferson Davis (pp. 17-27). Further summaries
(pp. 74-86). Route from Independence to Santa Fe (pp. 1°9-11 I). In general the contents of this volume are the same as Serial 736.

759. Reports of explorations and surveys. Volume II, 33d Congo
2dSess. 1854-1855. S.E.D. 78. Various paging.
This contains the exploration of the 32d parallel route from the Red River
to the Rio Grande with information on southern and southeastern New
Mexico, Indians, agricultural resources, with reports on the botany of the
expedition by John Torrey and Asa Gray, and on the geology by William
P. Blake. The final section is the report by Lt. Parke of the 32d parallel
route between Dona Ana and the Pima Villages, with extracts from Emory's
Reconnaissance.

760. Reports of explorations and surveys. Volume III. 33d
Congo 2d Sess. 1854-1855. S.E.D. 78. Various paging.
This is Whipple's report of the route crossing the Llano Estacado to Tucumcari and Albuquerque, then across northern Arizona to the Colorado,
in general the route followed today by the Santa Fe Railway. There are
special reports on Indians, geology, botany, and zoology.

761. Reports of explorations and surveys. Volume IV. 33d
Congo 2d Sess. 1854-1855. S.E.D. 78. Various paging.
A continuation of volume III almost entirely devoted to botany and astronomical and magnetic observations.
(to be concluded)

